
NEOWIZ Commemorates the First Year Anniversary of Merge Survival: Wasteland Launch with

Festive Events and Update

● Merge Survival: Wasteland offers players new rewards in celebration of its 1 year

anniversary the rest of this month.

● Two new characters, ‘Yuna’ and ‘Isabella’, join the game alongside new cosmetic items

and discounts on 'Inventory,' 'Gems,' and 'Coins.'

SEOUL - May 15, 2024 - Celebrate 1 year in the Wasteland! Merge Survival: Wasteland, a fusion

of puzzles and narrative set in a post-apocalyptic future, will extend exclusive rewards to players

logging in from May 15th to May 31st. Players will first receive the "First Anniversary Reward"

and "MW's Letter” rewards with additional items to be claimed the rest of the month.

Additionally, join the festivities with the "Commemorative Coin Event," where players collect

special balloons for thrilling rewards.

Throughout May, players can earn rewards based on their login streaks. Merge point blocks,

gather confetti, and complete a piñata for chances to win exclusive items. Additionally, on May

15, players can enjoy a one-day 50% discount on 'Inventory,' 'Gems,' and 'Coins.'

Captivating adventures await with the unveiling of Chapter 24's storyline on May 15. Encounter

new characters 'Yuna' and 'Isabella' as they embark on Eden’s journey of survival. Explore new

cosmetic items like the May Stray Cat Pass skin, "Stray Cat, the Life of the Party," and the cat

house skin "1-Year Anniversary Celebration Cake."

Additional Social Rewards and a Special Message

Join us for the 1st-anniversary comment event on our official social media channels. As the

comment count climbs, rewards await all players. Additionally, explore the new 'Invite' feature

event from the 15th to the 31st. Submit proof of invitations for personalized rewards.

CEO Minwoo Kim of Merge Survival: Wasteland developer, Sticky Hands, will share a heartfelt

message to fans in a special video. Tune in to the "First Anniversary Q&A Interview," premiering

on the Merge Survival YouTube Channel on May 15 @ 11 AM PDT. Discover insights into the

game’s development process, future endeavors, and the captivating world within Merge

Survival.

Since its global launch last May, Merge Survival: Wasteland, developed by Sticky Hands, has

captivated players worldwide. Set in a post-apocalyptic world, the game intricately weaves a

https://youtube.com/@mergesurvival


narrative of survival and hope. Immerse yourself in compelling stories and challenging puzzles

as you build Eden’s utopia.

Download and play Merge Survival: Wasteland on Google Play and Apple App Store. Follow

Merge Survival on Facebook and Instagram for news and updates!

Click HERE for assets
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About NEOWIZ

Established in 1997, NEOWIZ is a global leader in gaming, renowned for blending remarkable

storytelling with exceptional gameplay mechanics. With a legacy spanning over two decades,

Neowiz has solidified its position as one of Korea's foremost game companies, captivating

audiences worldwide with diverse PC, consoles and mobile titles. Recent successes include Lies

of P, Brave Nine, DJMAX RESPECT and Cats & Soup, all emblematic of Neowiz's commitment to

excellence and gamers worldwide. Welcome to Neowiz, where legends come to life.
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